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About This Guide

So you’ve decided to travel with a purpose and volunteer 
abroad? Welcome to the community! Volunteering abroad 
in exchange for food and accommodation is a wonderful 
way to save money, learn new skills, help others and expe-
rience the local lifestyle. While these are all great ways to 
enrich your life, there are a few things you’ll need to watch 
out for. 

For example, some people use these programs as an 
opportunity to exploit for cheap labor. It happens to a lot of 
young travelers, and it happened to me last summer. I was 
volunteering in a little b&b farm, and it was clear my host 
was milking every drop of sweat from us volunteers. This 
was certainly not the friendly work-exchange environment I 
was used to. Ultimately, he decided to kick me out because 
I wouldn’t put up with his strict commands.

I tell you this not to scare you, but to let you know that 
although I am a seasoned traveler, I am no stranger to bad 
experiences.  So here’s my step by step guide to avoid a 
bad experience like the one I had.
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1. Find a Host

When you’re browsing hosts, the first and most com-
mon piece of advice we can lend is to look through their 
reviews. If there aren’t any, Google the people or the busi-
ness/organization where you’re considering volunteering. 

Reading between the lines
As soon as you find information from previous volunteers 

or customers, read it carefully. Watch for reviews that sound 
dull or too general, as this is usually not a good thing. 
Many people think it’s rude or feel uncomfortable leaving 
bad feedback, so they’ll often be vague and say things 
like, “Nice guy, nice place, thank you so much.” But keep 
in mind that just because a review isn’t negative, doesn’t 
mean it’s positive. If you decide to go anyway, expect sur-
prises.
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2. Research your location

Find the potential hosting site on a map or check it out on 
Google street view (in this instance, we encourage cyber 
stalking)! Does it look like the pictures they published? How 
far is the closest town, exactly? Is there public transporta-
tion available?

We suggest you download a map on your smartphone 
you can use offline. Our team recommends maps.me 
because it allows you to mark locations and it shows the 
distance between two points by car, bike or walking, giv-
ing you the km/miles and the time distance. Also carry an 
energy bank to make sure your phone won’t die. If you find 
yourself in a tight spot you want to know exactly where you 
are.

Watch the local news
Learn about the sociopolitical situation of the country 

you want to visit. It helps to know the political atmosphere 
as to avoid saying or mentioning certain sensitive topics. If 
there’s a tense atmosphere we suggest to travel in a group. 
You can find travel mates on couchsurfing.com, Facebook, 
or by Google “find travel mate”. The traveler’s network is 
there for you and bountiful with smart solutions.

During your research, don’t forget to get lots of informa-
tion about the local culture, including what is perceived 
impolite in the country you’re visiting. Mind also the differ-
ences within the country, each region has its peculiarities.

TOP TIPS

Download your 
map before 
going from 

maps.me
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TOP TIPS

If you don’t 
speak the lan-
guage bring a 
dictionary with 

you and/or 
learn a few key 

phrases.

Consider some of these things. How would people of 
that culture describe you? Are you a single woman? A gay 
couple? Are you covered in tattoos? How will they perceive 
these qualities? Try to figure out if you could represent a 
danger for yourself due to cultural barriers and if so, how to 
respond accordingly.

If you don’t speak the language bring a dictionary with 
you and/or learn a few key phrases. When you’re in a case 
of need, it’s important to be understood. Know the emer-
gency phone number of the country you’re visiting, and the 
location of your embassy there. 

Now that you’ve gathered all these information, it’s time 
to take action: get in contact with your host.



3. Contact your Host

Schedule and record a call with your future host. This 
might sound like a disrespectful invasion of one’s privacy, 
but as a volunteer you’re most likely not getting any con-
tract, and this means no guarantees whatsoever. There are 
free apps to record your calls directly on your smartphone, 
such as Call Recorder and often free tools already installed 
on your smart device. 

The recording can be handy when you’re lost with no cell 
service, need to remember phone numbers, or any infor-
mation gap of the like. If the call is months before volun-
teering, it’s likely you could forget some details. Recording 
the call will help you confirm and review the terms of your 
volunteering program before you go.

During the call ask any and all of your lingering questions, 
and also the things you do know already. Confirm claims 
and don’t spare on questions. 

The conditions must be clear for both parties.
The conditions between host and volunteer need to be 

crystal clear. If you have special requirements, such as a 
food intolerance or asthma, make sure your host knows 
this information. Speak about the work schedule, the 
amount of hours expected, accommodation, facilities. Ask 
how you’re going to get fed. Are you cooking for yourself? 
Are you eating together? Are they paying for all of the 
food? Is it three full meals a day? These are things you’ll 
definitely want to know.
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TOP TIPS

Record your 
call using a free 

app like Call 
Recorder 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.toh.callrecord&hl=en
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Here’s a list of  the possible facilities:
• Kitchen: Gas Stove? Fridge? Oven? Microwave? Coffee 

machine? Or just a fire stove for everything?

• Bathroom: Toilet? Shower? Bathtub? Or outhouse and 
wipes? 

• Ask about the water system. Sometimes hosts have 
solar showers, sometimes you’ll heat your water 
on a fire pit. If there’s a well it can get dry or frozen 
depending on the season. Don’t take anything for 
granted.

• Heating system, in case it’s winter time

• WiFi and phone signal

• Room: Private? Double? Dorm? Blankets and pillow?

• Laundry room: Washer and Dryer? Manual wash with 
line in the backyard?

• Moving around: Some hosts provide a pass for the 
public transport, some provide a bike, some provide 
nothing. Ask.

To avoid misunderstandings you can listen again to the 
phone call you have recorded and, if something is confus-
ing, ask the host for clarifications.



Many hosts require a minimum of a few weeks to volun-
teer and stay, but we suggest not to promise more than 3 
weeks as a trial period to make sure you and your host get 
on well. If you want to stay longer, you can tell your host 
that, if everything works well for both of you, you’re willing 
to stay. A trial should sound like a good idea to any reason-
able host.

This way, if either of you feel things aren’t a good fit, 
you aren’t tied to the volunteer program for an extended 
period of time. Overall, you need to make sure it’s doable, 
logistically and financially. If you’re unsure, have a plan B 
that works for you. Imagine what you would do: go back 
home? Stay somewhere else? Take another flight? Be well 
prepared!
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TOP TIPS

Insist on a trial 
period to ensure 

your stay is a 
good fit!



If  you work more, expect more.
It will take you a few days to have a proper grasp on what 

you’ll be doing and how the facilities work. However after 
this time be mindful and set boundaries. It happens some-
times that you’ll be asked to work extra hours. Don’t be shy 
because you are depending on them for a place to stay. If 
they ask more than once or it is an inconvenience to you, 
speak to your hosts and figure out what to ask them as a 
payback for your extra hours.

Always be Learning
Learning new skills is always good, but keep in mind if 

you’re weeding all day, you’re probably not learning any-
thing. Don’t treat your brain as if it were an optional acces-
sory and you could just as well not have it. Get rewarded 
for the extra work. Though there is benefit to physical 
labor, make sure you are challenging yourself and growing 
in your experience..Sometimes, the work that is strictly 
physical labor can actually damaging the economy of that 
country. This is because often times there are local people 
who need to get paid, but there are no jobs because the 
volunteers are doing all the work for free. Please consider 
this when you work extra hours or work a physical labor job 
in a poor area.
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Among all of the advice and precautions in this article, 
this point is to be taken the most serious. If you’re having 
a bad experience; don’t waste more time, don’t feel guilty, 
don’t concern yourself with what’s fair and what’s not- just 
leave the place and make sure you’ll write a honest feed-
back for the next volunteers. After all, this is your time and 
effort you are donating. When you are evaluating why you 
dislike your volunteer program and find that it is a legitimate 
reason (and not just you being disgruntled from a day’s 
work) it best suits you to leave and put your passions in a 
more productive place.
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In the last months I’ve 
volunteered 15 times 
while visiting and visited 8 
different countries. Most of  
the times everything has 
been wonderful, but I’ve 
had a bad experience I’ll 
never forget.

I took some time to write 
this guide because I want 
to help people enjoy 
their travel/volunteering 
experience and also know 
how to avoid  unpleasant 
ones by making smart 
decisions and being 
prepared.

Enjoy and safe travels!

Margherita Pletti

About The Author



We believe that safety and enjoyment are equally import-
ant when volunteering. We always recommend that you 
have adequate travel insurance in place before you travel 
overseas. If you’re worried about getting something lost 
or stolen, or getting sick on your trip, there’s an easy fix by 
making sure that you’re covered!

Travel Insurance
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